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Background of the research

In the aftermath of the pandemic, industries across the globe have shifted their investment priorities toward delivering personalized Customer Experience (CX), and the life sciences

commercial function is no exception. To stay resilient and keep pace with the evolving landscape, the life sciences industry has started to embrace technology to bring differentiation to the

end-users. However, the existing tools are outdated and data fragmentation across business functions hampers the enterprises’ ability to deliver personalized experiences. Currently,

commercial technology in the life sciences industry primarily consists of fundamental technological tools such as CRM, content management systems, and marketing tools, however, these

tools serve as repositories of information with limited insights into customers. Hence, enterprises are further augmenting these solutions with advanced technologies such as data and

analytics and AI/ML to develop customer-centric solutions that assists in targeted sales and right messaging, eventually boosting business performance and assisting in gaining a

competitive edge. These solutions also assist the internal stakeholders (IT departments, sales and marketing team, medical affairs function, sales representatives, etc.) understand

customer behavior and evolve their commercial strategies accordingly.

This particular report looks at:

⚫ Current state of commercial technology in the life sciences industry

⚫ Emerging themes in commercial technology

⚫ Supplier landscape and the implications for platform providers

Geography Providers Technology

Global Life sciences 

(biopharmaceuticals 

and medical devices)

Life sciences 

commercial technology

Scope of this report
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⚫ The life sciences commercial technology market is poised for a strong annual growth rate of 15%, primarily driven by the shift in priorities of 

enterprises toward providing a personalized customer experience and investing in advanced technologies to unlock actionable real-time 

customer insights

⚫ As enterprises look to stay ahead of the curve by remaining responsive to evolving customer trends through investing in technology, they are 

limited by the presence of legacy IT infrastructure, siloed business functions, and the absence of a proven business cases to justify commercial 

investments

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

⚫ Amid the transition from conventional to hybrid commercial models, enterprises are actively seeking to enrich their traditional CRM systems with 

experience-enhancing capabilities

⚫ The recent event of two life sciences CRM incumbents, Veeva and Salesforce, falling apart has multiple implications for both parties involved 

and has left enterprises with a variety of options to consider

⚫ Meanwhile, the absence of experiential functionalities in traditional CRM systems has spurred the emergence of niche startups, resulting in a 

competitive landscape that utilizes advanced technologies (AI/ML) to address unique commercial use cases

Ever evolving life sciences 

commercial technology 

landscape

⚫ As traditional CRM providers are enhancing their solutions with accelerators to meet enterprise requirements, niche platform providers have 

emerged to address specific commercial technology use cases related to end-to-end content management, channel engagement optimization, 

and commercial learning and training, bridging the gap from CRM to CXP

⚫ However, platform providers face mounting pressure to strengthen their talent and partner ecosystem (system integrators, niche platform 

providers, data integrators) in order to deliver impactful outcomes

Supply eco-system and 

implications for technology 

providers 

Overview of life sciences 

commercial technology 

market

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages
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Customer touchpoints F2F, telephone, text, e-mail, website, webinar, conference, virtual assistants, social media, customer-portals, and medical journals 

Commercial 

function
Sales Marketing Medical affairs Market access Patient services

Commercial 

technology layers

Omnichannel engagement layer 

Facilitates seamless and consistent communication with customers across various channels ensuring a unified and personalized experience

Intelligence layer 

Encompasses data analytics, machine learning, and other advanced technologies to process and analyze data, providing insights and recommendations

Learning management layer

Part of core layer that creates, manages, and delivers educational or training content and tracks sales representatives learning progress and performance

Content management layer

Part of core layer that organizes, stores, and delivers digital content for easy user access while integrating across multiple channels

CRM layer

Foundational system that captures customer interactions for monitoring and analyzing sales and marketing activities using reports and dashboards

21 3

54 6

Shift from 

traditional to hybrid 

commercial model

Moving beyond 

traditional CRM to 

focus on CXP

Evolution 

of learning 

platforms

Rise of 

conversational AI

Emergence of 

domain-specific 

startups

Transformation 

of medical affairs 

function

This study offers distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of life sciences 

commercial technology market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

KEY OPPORTUNITIES

Divorce announced; Veeva announced 

parting ways starting 2025; Veeva CRM to move to 

Veeva Vault (from Salesforce)

Partnership deepens; Veeva offers 

a range of life sciences-focused solutions 

including Veeva Vault

Veeva spins-off as a life sciences-focused CRM 

based on Salesforce; Veeva pays US$500+ million over 

years to use Salesforce's infrastructure

2007 2012-17 2022

Offer a superior CX with an increased autonomy (proprietary platform 

+ independent underlying infrastructure)

Expand into the fast-growing MedTech vertical

Build Veeva-focused and Veeva-supported accelerators, tools, and 

third-party applications ecosystem

Expand into the huge Biopharma vertical and establish Salesforce 

as an end-to-end life sciences CXP

Up the verticalization game by collaborating with biopharma-focused 

technology providers to capture the whitespaces

Both Veeva and Salesforce will look to add more CX-focused functionalities in addition to their existing, 

robust CRM platforms as a catalyst for the future growth surge.

Omnichannel 

engagement layer

Intelligent layer

Learning 

management layer

Content management 

layer

CRM layer

Everest Group understanding of life sciences commercial technology market Major trends shaping up the future investments in commercial technology

Veeva-Salesforce relationship highlights Segregation of commercial technology providers
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